
Dear Peter , 

Leamington Spa 

23 June 1984 

. ; 

Thank you for your letter of the 2nd . I am sorry that we did not reply to your several 

letters which followed upon ours of December 1, but even you will admit that it is very 

difficult to keep up with someone like yourself who is such a prolific correspondent. 

We are still enjoying England enormously . It is the first time that either of us has 

experienced such an extraordinary sense of freedom - and it is wonderful to watch a pr 

car drive by without that sense of apprehension . We have not yet had time to get be 

here and feel that it will take a very long time for that to happen. I think, in fact , 

that if I could get a job here and was not committed to return because of obligations to 

both the university and the British Council , we would like to stay on for quite a while 

longer. Although the Thatcher government becomes more like that of the itinerant PeeWee 

every day , it is a great luxury to feel so remote from the issues . One also feels so much 

l ivelier for having the albatros of guilt lifted from one ' s shoulders - even though one 

knows that life in SA continues much as before and the umbilical cord which ties one to 

it is far from severed. 

Our plans are still in a state of flux. I applied for an extension of my British Council 

scholarship to enable me to do the first year of a PhD next year and, to my surprise, was 

informed by the Birmingham British Council office that the SA office had approved an 

extension . This was followed by a letter from Richard Watkins in Pretoria , informing me 

that the extension had been approved in principle , but that they were very short of cash. 

Could I make do with a partial scholarship? Not bloody likely was my reply and so we are 

waiting to hear from him what the final decision is . Just in case we have booked a 

flight home via Australia for the end of the year. But we are hoping that the British 

Council will come up with the goods and that we will be able to stay on for another year. 

We have been following the constitutional shenanigans with some interest . We get quite 

a bit of SA coverage in the Guardian and PW ' s visit touched off a spate of articles etc 

in the national and provincial press . I was very amused to read yesterday that Ciskei 

has been naughty and very irresponsible with the cash handouts it gets from Big Broeder . 

I thought that Sebe was clever to have turned the situation to his own advantage by 

alleging improper and unconstitutional interference . Talk about supping with the devil! 

We were sorry to hear that AFRA has been having some problems and hope that the new man 

will turn up trumps. You will appreciate from the above discursus that our plans are 

still very uncertain and it would seem that you had better leave Mary out of your 

reckoning for the time being . If we are returning this year it will be in January 1985 . 

Mary has come to realise that journalism is an exciting profession and that SA is an 

exception in treating journalists as a sub- species of the rat family . I think that she 

may decide , on our return , to seek new journalistic pastures , probably in Durban, which 

would probably mean setting up house somewhere around Hillcrest. We have both suppressed 

a desire to move to Cape Town for several years - perhaps the unsettling effects of 

returning to SA will prompt a move in that direction . Who knows? 



r 

We are ~aving a superb summer over here. The locals have been thrown into a state of utter 
confusion by having two such in a row. Believe it or not , some parts of southern England 
are experiencing a drought and there are restrictions on the use of hosepipes! We are 
taking advantage of the weather by spending most of Mary ' s free days travelling around these 
parts . There is so much to see and do . We spent last weekend in Oxford w':i.th Cora Hoexter. 
I loved the City but found the Oxford students rather precious - garden parties with string 
quartets in the col l ege gardens etc . Most of them seem determi ned to appear working class 
at any cost, at least while in the streets , and burst jeans and takkies are de rigueur. The 
transition to morning dress , champagne and strawberries must cause quite a psychic wrench . 

My course is nearly over and I have greatly enjoyed it . I still have to write a dissertation 
but hope to finish it by the end of Ju l y. Mary is enjoying her job, but finds the Porns very 
strange to work with . They can be thrown into a state of utter consternation by the mere 
mention of new technology . A recent office highlight was the acquisition of a new copier-
it was a talking point for days . The management wants to introduce a computerised system 
like that used at the Witness and this is causing a great deal of angst . 

Anyway , I had better end off before the aerogramme runs out. Mary joins me in sending much 
love to you and Phoebe . Now that you have found out how your typewriter works you should 
try another letter to us . 

Yours aye , 

~t.'a 


